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Moreover, HRV describes the time fluctuations across adjacent
heartbeats that are generated by brain-heart interactions and
dynamic autonomic nervous system processes. Therefore, it is a
non-invasive measurement of the interaction between the
autonomic nervous system and central nervous system [3]. HRV
is also “determined by complex interactions between sympathetic
and parasympathetic influences” [4]. It was also shown that HRV
precedes variations in EEG activity and maybe be due to central
nervous system activation [4]. Additionally, REM sleep is
associated with larger and more regulated HRV than those
observed during NREM sleep [4]. HRV can be quantified through
different types of metrics that reflect the neurocardiac function,
that can be calculated either in time-domain or by spectral
analysis of R-R intervals (frequency-domain) [4,5]. Among the
several HRV metrics, some of them have been used in the
literature to describe this brain-heart interaction:

1. ABSTRACT
This paper aims to establish a link between ECG/PPG and
EEG signals, using polysomnographic data. The raw data is
pre-processed to remove artifacts and noise, using both
filtering procedures and an ICA to remove sources correlated
to other electrophysiological signals. To establish the link
between the different signals, several metrics were calculated
and studied, with focus on the correlation that could exist
between them. For the ECG and the PPG, the HR, HF, rRR
and the LF/HF ratio were the metrics used while the
normalized activity of the β, α, θ and δ waves was the metric
used for the EEG signal. These metrics were obtained for the
entire signal for a first outlook on the results, and later on
smaller, well-defined stages of the signal, that correspond to
transitions between different sleep stages. For the complete
signal, the results were mixed, with some correlations match
the expected from literature, while some were the opposite of
what was expected. Similarly, for the smaller windows, some
small correlations matching the expected results could be
found between both signals, but the waves observed behaved
erratically, and the results obtained are often not matching
the expected behavior of the signals.

High-frequency power (HF) is a frequency-domain
measurement given by the absolute power of the high-frequency
band (0.15-0.4 Hz [5]), which is influenced by breathing in 9-24
bpm [5]. It is related with HR variations due to the respiratory
cycle [5]. This metric is closely related with parasympathetic
activity [6,7]. HF power increases from awake to NREM and is
higher during this sleep stage. However, HF power decreases
during REM [1]. The lowest HF power was observed in wake
state [1].

2. PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION
Systematic variations of heart rate (HR) during sleep occur
depending on the sleep stage profile overnight.
Polysomnographic studies delineate, among other signals, the
EEG, ECG and PPG profiles during sleep. The segmentation of
the spectrum of the former signal in 4 frequency bands (delta,
theta, alpha and beta) is commonly done to characterize sleep,
while heart rate variability (HRV) assessment via several metrics
provides information regarding sympathetic or parasympathetic
activity.
Spectral analysis of power bands of sleep EEG and HRV
depending on the sleep stage may give a better insight on the
dynamics between sleep and cardiac autonomic control.

Low-frequency (LF) to high-frequency ratio (LF/HF). LF
power (0.04-0.15 Hz [5]) reflects sympathetic activity with a
parasympathetic component [4], so LF/HF ratio estimates the ratio
between sympathetic nervous system and parasympathetic
nervous system activity [5,6]. It is regarded as an indicator of
sympathovagal balance [4,7]. Studies shown that this ratio is high
in REM sleep (revealing increased sympathetic activity) and
decreased in NREM (increased parasympathetic activity) [2,4,7].
Interbeat autocorrelation coefficient of R-R intervals (rRR) is
a time-domain metric given by the Pearson's correlation
coefficient between adjacent R-R intervals (which can be
computed from the Poincaré plot) [1,4] and is related with
changes in sleep EEG mean frequency, reflecting the depth of
sleep [4]. This measurement is closely related to the profiles of
LF/HF and to variations in sleep EEG activity [7]. A “decrease in
rRR reflect the predominant vagal influence, which coincides
with sleep deepening, whereas the increases in rRR reflect a
sympathetic dominance and coincide with sleep lightening [4].

3. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Polysomnography is usually performed overnight in order to
identify the sleep architecture of an individual. Its processing
allows the identification of the two types of sleep: non-rapid eyemovement (NREM) sleep (divided in 4 stages) or rapid eyemovement (REM) sleep. In particular, EEG activity is often
examined via spectral analysis of the power of frequency bands.

The behavior of each EEG frequency band power varies
depending on the sleep stage. Studies have shown a high beta and
sympathetic activity at awake state [6]. Additionaly, beta activity
has a descending power from NREM1 to REM, NREM2 and
NREM3 [8]. Alpha activity is accepted as an indicator of relaxed
wakefulness [2] and its presence is recognized as a sign of sleep
onset [6]. High levels of alpha activity in NREM are associated
with a decreased HR, rRR and LF/HF (indicating prominent vagal

Sleep studies often include ECG and PPG recordings with can be
processed to study the HR or HRV. In terms of HR, studies found
that it decreases during NREM and starts increasing right before
REM sleep, stabilizing within this sleep stage [1,2]. In terms of
sleep stage transitions, HR increased at NREM-REM and
decreased more gradually at REM-NREM transitions [1].
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activity), while the opposite occurs during REM sleep (indicating
sympathetic activation) [2,6]. However, it increases drastically
during intra-sleep awakening [2]. Delta wave activity may have a
varying rhythm along the night, reflecting the depth of sleep.
Rhythmic oscillations are associated with good sleep quality and
vice versa [2,7]. Delta power increases as slow-wave sleep is
reached, i.e. increases from NREM2 to NREM3 [8]. No studies
were found comparing all 4 frequency bands with the HR, HF
power, LF/HF and rRR simultaneously while considering wake,
REM and NREM1-3 sleep stages.

frequency different from the one used for the EEG were
resampled, as this would be required for the next step.
After this, an Independent Component Analysis (ICA) of the EEG
was performed to find the original sources of brain activity and
remove the sources which were most strongly correlated to other
electrophysiological signals (i.e. EOG, EMG, ECG). This
approach is based on the assumption that the brain activity and the
artifacts are anatomically and physiologically separate processes,
and this separation is reflected in the statistical independence
between the magnetic signals generated by those processes [10].
At first, it was our intention to use the Matlab toolbox EEGLAB
to perform Infomax ICA, but we found that this would have
required a lot of computational and temporal cost. Thus, this
analysis was done using the FastICA algorithm in contiguous 30second windows to decrease the temporal and computational
effort associated with this technique. The method proved to be
able to remove some evident artifacts from the different EEG
channels, but its efficiency is far from perfect, since there are still
some artifacts present (most likely caused by sudden head
movements that disturbed the scalp electrodes), as is clear in
Figure 1. Due to time constraints, it was decided to leave the preprocessing pipeline as is and instead focus more on the objective
of this project, so these remaining artifacts are still present.

The aim of this study was to get an insight on the dynamics of the
cortex-cardiac link during sleep. For this purpose, a spectral
analysis of the power of several EEG frequency bands in different
sleep stages were compared with the aforementioned HRV
metrics in two healthy subjects overnight. Ideally, patterns found
in the cardio-brain link that may differ in autonomic disorders
(pathological conditions), allowing their study, or be able to
provide a new basis for sleep staging by HRV assessment.

4. APPROACH AND UNIQUENESS
4.1 Material
For this work, polysomnographic data of two subjects with no
sleep pathologies, subjects n1 and n5, was used, namely EEG,
ECG, PPG (if present), EOG and EMG records. Additionally,
files where the sleep stages are classified along each epoch (30second interval) were also utilized to divide the records along
those lines and determine if the link between ECG/PPG and EEG
varies across sleep stages. This data was provided by the faculty
of the curricular unit of Signal Processing in Bioengineering and
was originally retrieved from the open source CAP Sleep
Database.
For both subjects, the EEG was recorded using the 10-20
electrode system [9] and a bipolar montage, with a sampling
frequency of 512 Hz. The sampling frequency of the remaining
signals, as well as the duration of the recordings are summarized
in Table 1. It is important to note that, for subject n1, the PPG was
not recorded, thus, we will only correlate EEG features with ECG
metrics, in this case.

Figure 1. Example of artifact removal (left) and lack thereof
(right) in channel F7-T3 of subject n5
The aforementioned ECG/PPG metrics and EEG features used to
study the link between these signals were calculated in 30-second
windows with an overlap of 50% with the previous window to
avoid issues with signal cut-off at the ends and better determine
how these variables evolved in each sleep stage.

Table 1. Sampling frequency (Hz) of the EOG, ECG, EMG
and PPG records and their duration
Subject
n1
n5

Sampling Frequency (Hz)
EOG
ECG
EMG
PPG
512
512
256
128
512
512
128

To obtain the activity of the β, α, θ and δ waves in each window, a
spectral analysis of each EEG channel was performed using the
following spectral regions of interest: 0.1Hz to 4Hz for the δ
wave, 4Hz to 8Hz for the θ wave, 8Hz to 13Hz for the α wave and
14Hz to 30Hz for the β wave [11]. The activity of each wave in a
given window was determined by the approximate integral via the
trapezoidal method of the power spectrum in the respective
frequency region, for each EEG channel record. These values
were then normalized with respect to the total activity in the
frequency range spanning the bands of interest (i.e. 0.1Hz to 30
Hz) to allow for comparison of results between subjects.

Duration
9h33m30s
8h24m00s

4.2 Methods
The signals to be studied, namely the EEG and ECG, are prone to
the occurrence of artifacts caused by different sources, such as eye
blinking and movement for the EEG, subject’s motion during the
night, electromagnetic interference and issues with the equipment,
the first step in this project aimed to remove as much as possible
those artifacts through a pre-processing pipeline.

For the ECG, to calculate the chosen metrics, it was first
necessary to locate the R peaks in time. This detection was
performed using an implementation of the Pan-Tompkins
algorithm [12,13]. This algorithm includes a pre-processing stage,
where a bandpass filter is applied to the signal (5-15 Hz) and the
signal is squared and then averaged to remove high frequency
noise. After this stage, the algorithm uses an adaptative
thresholding operation to determine if a certain peak is part of the
QRS interval or not. Then, the time intervals between the R peaks
are calculated, which allows for the estimation of the mean heart

This pipeline included filtering of the EEG and ECG, namely
using a notch filter to remove the influence of the power supply
(50 Hz), and 6th order band-pass FIR filters to extract the
components of interest of each signal (0.3-30 Hz for the EEG;
0.05-40 Hz for the ECG). Prior to this, signals with a sampling
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rate and the rRR in each window. To determine the values of the
HF and the HF/LF ratio, a spectral analysis of the RRI data
(similar to the one employed for the EEG) is performed using the
following spectral regions of interest: 0.04Hz to 0.15Hz for the LF
and 0.15Hz to 0.4Hz for the HF.

scope of this project, the activity of these brainwaves was
averaged for all channels and also for channels located in the
anterior and posterior areas of the scalp. The time series of these
results is shown in Figure 3, where sleep stages are also identified
by the color of the background: green for Wake, yellow for
NREM1, orange for NREM2, red for NREM3, and blue for REM.

The PPG analysis in each window also begins with peak
detection, but using the Matlab native function findpeaks. For this
purpose, a minimum peak height (equal to the mean of the PPG)
and minimum peak distance (equal to 220 samples or 0.43 s) are
used to ensure that only the highest peak in the systolic phase is
detected. The procedure used for the ECG analysis is then
repeated, namely the mean heart rate and rRR estimation and the
spectral analysis of the peak-to-peak interval data.
At the end, to have a better outlook on the variation and
correlation (or lack of) of the different metrics during the
transitions between different sleep stages, the analysis done for
the whole signal duration was repeated for time intervals
corresponding to specific transitions, either NREM-REM-NREM
or NREM-Wake-NREM. The analysis of these smaller intervals
was done using the same methods as before, but since the time
duration of these transitions is significantly lower, a window of 10
seconds was used instead to provide a better time resolution.

4.3 Proposed solution
To study the link between the EEG and the ECG/PPG, a script
was developed in Matlab. This code requires a .txt file containing
the sleep stage classification of each epoch and a .edf file of
polysomnographic data, which the user is asked to provide when
it first runs. After, this data is pre-processed and analyzed using
the aforementioned methods. To visualize and study the evolution
of the EEG and ECG/PPG metrics, the code outputs a number of
graphs, described in greater detail in the next section.

Figure 3. Graphs of β (blue), α (green), θ (red) and δ (purple)
normalized activity using the average from all (top), anterior
(middle) and posterior (bottom) EEG channels, for subject n1

For selection of the transitions between sleep stages, a GUI
containing the hypnogram of the signal, seen in Figure 2, was
developed to allow user control in this stage.

The three plots from Figure 3 exhibit very similar behavior for all
four brainwaves. Thus, from this point forward, we will only be
using the average of the normalized β, α, θ and δ activity from all
EEG channels.
β and α activity is increased during the Wake phase, progressively
declining during NREM sleep and experiencing an uptick in
activity during REM sleep. θ activity is usually lower in the Wake
phase, increasing as the subject enters NREM sleep and then
decreasing in latter stages (mainly NREM3), but still dominating
over β and α, and markedly increasing during REM sleep.
Activity of δ waves is at its lowest during the Wake phase and it
increases over the duration of NREM sleep, reaching its peak
during NREM3, but falling noticeably during the REM phase.
As was mentioned before, the PPG was not recorded for subject
n1. Therefore, Figure 4 only showcases the time series of the
aforementioned ECG metrics.

Figure 2. GUI for selection of sleep stage transitions

5. RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
5.1 Subject n1
As was mentioned in the previous section, the normalized activity
of the β, α, θ and δ waves was computed in 30-second windows
for the entire duration of the EEG record and each channel. Since
determining the cortex-cardiac link during sleep for each of these
channels would be difficult in the time available and outside the
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across the night for the same sleep stage, but otherwise they still
seem to mostly corroborate what was already seen from Figure 3.

Figure 5. Boxplots of the normalized β, α, θ and δ activity and
ECG metrics (HR, rRR, HF, LF/HF) divided by sleep stages
During the Wake phase, the activity of β and α waves is
significantly higher, whereas the activity of θ and δ waves is for
the most part lower, compared to other sleep stages. During
NREM sleep, β and α activity falls progressively from the high
values seen in the Wake stage, reaching its minimum in NREM3,
while it is the opposite for the δ waves with activity progressively
increasing from the lower values usually seen in the stage
mentioned before, reaching its maximum in NREM3. On the other
hand, θ activity markedly increases for the NREM1 stage, but
gradually falls for NREM2 and NREM3. Finally, for REM sleep,
it is possible to observe an increase in β and α activity to values in
the same ranges as the ones found in NREM1, as well as an
increase in θ activity to values even higher than those found in
NREM1. Only δ activity falls in this sleep stage to similar values
seen when the subject was in the Wake stage.
Figure 4. Time series of the ECG metrics from subject n1.
From the top down: HR, rRR, HF and LF/HF ratio

For the boxplots of the various ECG metrics, we once again see
the effect of the artifacts in the data in the form of outliers.
Disregarding the most egregious outliers, it is in the Wake stage
we can find the highest values of all four metrics for the most part,
compared to other sleep stages. During NREM1 and NREM2, it is
possible to observe a gradual decrease in the values of HR, rRR
and LF/HF ratio and an increase in HF, whereas in NREM3, we
find a return of HR and HF to values similar to those found in
NREM1 and practically no change in rRR and LF/HF compared
to NREM2. At last, during REM sleep, the lowest values of HR
and HF can be found, while the rRR and LF/HF ratio increase to
values similar to those found in the Wake stage.

From the particularly high values seen sporadically in the plot of
the HR, it is likely that the ECG is affected by artifacts, probably
caused by patient motion, which were not removed by filtering
and affect R peak detection. These artifacts also appear to be
behind some of the outliers seen in the plots of the other ECG
metrics. Although this is not ideal, it is still possible to evaluate
the general evolution of these metrics throughout time, but in the
future, further steps should be taken to correct these artifacts.
Disregarding these outliers, the HR seems to increase the most
during the Wake phase, whereas it usually decreases and/or
remains constant during NREM sleep. The HR has more abrupt
variations during REM sleep. The rRR and the LF/HF follow a
similar pattern of behavior, unlike the HF. It is hard to ascertain
how this metric evolves in the Wake phase, but it is quite clear
that it mostly increases during NREM2 and decreases during
NREM3 and especially REM.

Following this analysis of the EEG and ECG records for their
entire duration, to have a better outlook on the correlation (or lack
of) of the different metrics during the transitions between different
sleep stages, we present here two of these transitions: one from
NREM to REM and back to NREM, and another from NREM to
Wake and back to NREM.
For each of these transitions, plots were made to overlap the
evolution of a given EEG feature and each one of the ECG
metrics, shown in Figures 6 and 7. To do so, the normalized
activity of the aforementioned brainwaves and the ECG metrics
were represented as a percentage of the mean of these variables
for the entire duration of the polysomnographic data records.

The data from Figures 3 and 4 was also organized into boxplots,
according to sleep stage, to better visualize how the values from
these EEG features and ECG metrics map out in each sleep stage.
These boxplots are showcased in Figure 5.
The boxplots of the normalized β, α, θ and δ activity show a wide
distribution of values for most sleep stages, which is not
particularly odd, taking into account how these values can vary
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some of the ECG metrics during the REM phase, namely the
Heart Rate and the HF. In fact, the HR increases slightly, and
despite some peaks, it hovers around 105% of the mean, while the
HF is above the mean for most of the REM period, even though
there are some points where the HF value decreases drastically.
This behavior is the same registered for the β, α and θ waves, and,
conversely, the opposite of the registered for the δ wave. As for
the rRR, despite a noticeable instability in the values during the
transition, this value seems to be slightly smaller in the REM
stage, but without any clear correlation to any of the waves due to
the erratic behavior of this metric.
On the other hand, there seems to be no meaningful correlation
between any of the wave’s activity and the LF/HF ratio, as the
latter two present an extremely erratic behavior during the
transition, with peaks that range from 1000% to -3000% of the
mean. Therefore, it is impossible to establish any correlation, even
a minor one, between this metric and the brain waves. Another
observation that can be made is that the some of the abrupt peaks
of HR during the NREM correspond to the peaks of the β wave
activity, again suggesting a relation between the EEG and ECG
metrics recorded.

Figure 6. NREM-REM-NREM: Graphs of the EEG features
(from top to bottom: β, α, θ and δ) and each one of the ECG
metrics (HR, rRR, HF, LF/HF), as a percentage of the mean
During the REM phase β, α, θ activity is increased, while the δ
activity is decreased. These changes have a good correlation with
5

The evolution of the normalized β, α, θ and δ activity in the time
domain for this subject is very similar to the one seen in Figure 3,
for subject n1, a promising sign for our work if a similar
correlation to the one seen for subject n1 between these features
and the ECG/PPG metrics can be established.
For this subject, the PPG was recorded, thus, Figure 9 showcases
the time series of the aforementioned metrics from both the ECG
and PPG signals.

Figure 7. NREM-Wake-NREM: Graphs of the EEG features
(from top to bottom: β, α, θ and δ) and each one of the ECG
metrics (HR, rRR, HF, LF/HF), as a percentage of the mean
During the wake phase of this transition, is clear that β and α
activities are increased, while δ activity is decreased and θ activity
has mixed behavior, as it increases, then decreases to the lower
values observed during the transition and then increases again.
Just like it was seen for the NREM-REM-NREM transition, these
changes have a good correlation with some of the ECG metrics,
this time for the wake phase. The metric that presents a more
obvious correlation is again the HR, as there is a clear increase in
the HR during the wake stage, matching the increase of the β and
α activities.
However, for the remaining metrics of the ECG, there are not any
obvious correlations with the different wave’s activities: the
LF/HF ratio presents an extremely erratic behavior just like for the
NREM-REM-NREM transition, the rRR does not have a clear and
defined behavior, with an apparent increase during the wake
stage, and the HF remains, despite some peaks, around the same
value across the transition.

5.2 Subject n5
As was mentioned before, the normalized β, α, θ and δ activity
was averaged for all channels and also for channels located in the
anterior and posterior areas of the scalp. Similarly to subject n1, it
was found that the results were very similar, therefore, Figure 8
only showcases the time series of the normalized activity of these
brainwaves averaged for all EEG channels.

Figure 9. Time series of the ECG (red) and PPG (blue) metrics
from subject n5. From the top down: HR, rRR, HF and
LF/HF ratio
Observing the plots from Figure 9, it is clear that the evolution of
the ECG and PPG metrics in the time domain is very similar, with
the exception of two intervals, including NREM2 and NREM3
stages, where rRR and LF/HF ratio is lower and the HF is higher
in the PPG. It can also be observed in the HR graph, that this
metric in the PPG has outliers at the same points as the ECG,
reinforcing the hypothesis that these might occur due to artifacts
caused by subject motion.

Figure 8. Graphs of β (blue), α (green), θ (red) and δ (purple)
normalized activity using the average from all (top), anterior
(middle) and posterior (bottom) EEG channels, for subject n5
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HR values are slightly increased compared to NREM3, while HF
contains many outliers, ranging from the lowest to the highest
values observed for this metric. For the rRR and LF/HF, in the
REM stage, there is a return to approximately the same values
seen for these metrics during the first stage of NREM sleep.

Figure 10. Boxplots of the ECG and PPG metrics (HR, rRR,
HF, LF/HF) divided by sleep stages
From the boxplots displayed in Figure 10, it is also clear that the
overall distribution of PPG metrics is very similar to the ones
extracted from the ECG. Thus, to avoid going over the scope of
this mini-paper and allow comparison with subject n1, we will
only be using the ECG metrics for correlation with EEG activity.

Figure 11. Boxplots of the normalized β, α, θ and δ activity
and ECG metrics (HR, rRR, HF, LF/HF) divided by sleep
stages
Once again, during the Wake stage, β activity is high and θ
activity is quite low compared to other sleep stages, but, for this
subject, α activity is overall quite low, whereas δ activity is much
higher than expected, in comparison with what was seen for
subject n1. During NREM sleep, activity from β and α waves
appear to decrease as it progresses into later stages of NREM,
similar to what was seen for subject n1. θ activity also follows this
trend, but there is again a marked increase in activity between the
Wake and NREM1 stages, whereas δ activity gradually increases
from the initial stages of NREM to the latter ones, reaching its
maximum in NREM3, following a similar pattern to what was
seen for subject n1. At last, for the REM stage, there is once again
an uptick in β, α and θ activity compared to the stages of NREM
sleep (mainly NREM2 and NREM3) and there is a drop in δ
activity to values in the range of those seen during NREM1.
Figure 12. NREM-REM-NREM: Graphs of the EEG features
(from top to bottom: β, α, θ and δ) and each one of the ECG
metrics (HR, rRR, HF, LF/HF), as a percentage of the mean

For the ECG metrics, there are some common patterns between
both subjects, but also some differences. Disregarding the most
egregious outliers borne out of subject motion, we can still find
the higher values of HR and HF in the Wake phase, but for this
subject rRR values appear to have a much wider distribution and
the LF/HF ratio is overall lower in this stage than in NREM1,
instead of higher. As the subject progresses from the initial stages
of NREM sleep to the latter ones, the values of rRR, HF and
LF/HF seem to decrease as a whole, whereas the HR seems to
decrease from Wake to NREM1 and from this stage to NREM2,
but also increase from NREM2 to NREM3. During REM sleep,

During the REM phase β, α, θ activity is increased, while the δ
activity is decreased. This matches the general behavior of the
subject n1, with only the θ wave behaving slightly differently. Just
like for subject n1, the behavior of the waves has a good
correlation with some of the ECG metrics during the REM phase,
again the Heart Rate and the HF. Similarly to the observed for n1,
the HR increases slightly, while the HF is above the mean for
most of the REM period, even though there are some points where
7

the HF value decreases drastically. These moments correspond to
periods where there is also an abrupt decrease of the α wave
activity, supporting the idea of a correlation between the alpha
wave intensity and this metric.

significantly, with the only clear behavior being a decrease of the
activity of the θ wave. The ECG metrics, however, behave
similarly to what was observed before: there seems to be a slight
increase in the heart rate, and for this subject, a small reduction of
the HF during the wake stage.

On the other hand, there seems to be no meaningful correlation
between the alpha wave activity and the rRR and the LF/HF ratio,
as the latter two metrics present an erratic behavior during the
transition. Another observation that can be made is that the abrupt
peaks of HR during the REM stage correspond to the peaks of the
δ wave activity, again suggesting a relation between the EEG and
ECG metrics recorded.

The other two metrics of the ECG, the LF/HF ratio and the rRR
do not present any obvious correlations with the different wave’s
activities, as both metrics behave erratically during the entirety of
the transition.

6. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This study focused on the assessment of the power of 4 frequency
band comparing to 4 HRV metrics to better understand the cardiobrain dynamics according to the 5 sleep stages. A full night time
series analysis was performed, but focusing additionally on sleep
stage transitions. Therefore, this is multifaceted study and some
aspects could not be compared with the literature.
Beta, alpha and theta power has a descending order from NREM1,
NREM2 to NREM3 in both subjects. On the other hand, delta
power follows the opposite pattern, being higher in slow-wave
sleep stages. Beta power is higher during wake state. All these
findings are in accordance with the literature [6,8].
The R-peak time series obtained from ECG was used instead of
PPG since the former were obtained using the Pan-Tompkins
algorithm that incorporates low- and high-pass, derivative and
integrator filters along with an adaptive thresholding mechanism.
This complex pipeline has been proven to have a very high
accuracy in R peak detection in ECG recordings [13]. The PPG
peak detection was performed only with a findpeaks function
from Matlab with a specified minimum peak prominence
parameter. Therefore, we decided to perform the analysis with the
ECG on the second subject. However, since the results from ECG
are somewhat close to PPG, in future research a more reliable
PPG peak detection algorithm can be implemented and used
instead of ECG combined with the fact that the experimental
procedure of PPG is simpler than ECG.
In both patients, the HR was higher in wake state. However,
similar HRs were observed in REM and averaged NREM, which
was not expected since other studies reported an increased HR in
REM comparing to NREM sleep [1,2].
Jurystal et al. (2003) [1] observed an increase in HF power from
awake (where the lowest power was found) to NREM, being
higher during the latter sleep stage compared to REM. In both
patients, we found a slightly higher HF power during wake state,
which was not expected, but the average HF power is higher in
NREM than in REM, which goes along with the results obtained
in the mentioned study.
The LF/HF was higher during REM sleep in n1, reflecting a
higher sympathetic activity during this sleep stage, and decreased
in NREM sleep, revealing an increased parasympathetic activity,
findings that corroborate the ones observed in other studies
[2,4,7]. However, for n5 the case is more delicate, since the
LF/HF ratio is higher in NREM1, but if the results for all NREM
stages are averaged, this ratio is higher in REM compared to
NREM.

Figure 13. NREM-Wake-NREM: Graphs of the EEG features
(from top to bottom: β, α, θ and δ) and each one of the ECG
metrics (HR, rRR, HF, LF/HF), as a percentage of the mean

The boxplots for both patients shown quantitative similar profiles
of rRR and LF/HF which was also reported in other studies [4,7].
Otzenberger et al. (1998) [4] established that rRR reflected the

Unlike what was seen for subject n1, during the NREM-WakeNREM transition the activities of the brain waves do not change
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depth of sleep: A decrease in rRR coincides with sleep deepening,
which goes along with our results since rRR decreases from
NREM1 to NREM3 in both patients, reflecting the predominant
vagal influence. On the other hand, according to the same study,
an increased rRR reflects sleep lightening and sympathetic
dominance, and a higher rRR was observed in REM in n1 and
also if n5 (for the latter this only applies if we average in the
NREM stages since the highest rRR was observed in NREM1).
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